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The.California Postsecondary Education Commission
was created by the Legislature and the Governor
in 1974 as the successor to the California Coordi-
nating Council for Higher Education in order to
coordinate and plan for education ,in California
beyond high school: As a state agency, the

Commission is responsible , for assuring that the
State's resources.for postsecondary education are
utilized effectively and efficiently; for promot-
ing diversity, innovation, and responsiveness to
the needs of students and society; and for advis-
ing the Legislature and the Governor on statewide
.educationalpolicy and funding.

The Commission consists of 15 members.- Nine
represent the general public, with three' each
appointed by the Speaker of thee Assembly, the
Senate Rules Committee, and the Goirernot. The
other six represent the major educational systems
of the State.

The Commission holds fegular public meetings
throughout the year at which it takes.action on
staff studies and adopta positions on legislative
proposals affecting postsecondary education.
Further information about the COmmission, its

meetings,'its staff, and its other publicaticas
may be obtained from the Commission offices at
1020 Twelfth Street, Sacramento, California
95814; telephone (916) 445-7933..
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND OF THIS REPORT

In March 1979, in the aftermath of, State and local revenue disruptions
caused by Proposition 13, the'Wifornix Postsecondary Education Commission
adopted a statement of princiPles on- Community College finance. Three of
these principles concerned sources of revenue and the level of State support
for current expenses:

I. The burden of support for the Community Colleges should be distributed
evenly and equitably throughout the State.

II. To provide equity for all students in :public institutions, the
Legislature and Governor should be responsible for annually determining
the aggregate budget cf the Community Colleges within the context of
the total msources available for public higher education.

III. In establishing the statewide needs of the Community-Colleges, the
State should adopt a classification system reflective of the different
kinds.of activities within the colleges.

Four additional principles involved the distribution of support for current
expenses:

IV. A permanent system of COmmunity College finance should eliminate-
funding inequities based exclusively on wealth.

V. -The finance system fOr the Community Colleges shbuld accommodate a
-variety of methods to deliver education.

VI. Funding for each unit of attendance or credit should be roughly
equal among the Community Colleges. Any differences.should be based
only on adjustments which recognize justifiable differentials in
costs because, of campps size-and the programs required by character-
istics of students anTthe community.

VII. The Community College finance system should exclude unwarranted
incentives fcr growth and punitive reductions for enrollment declines.

One principle involved the relationship of the finance system to governance
of the Community Colleges:

VIII. Authority for decisions should correspond to the interests represented
by the local communities,- the regions within California, and the
State as awhole.

And the final principle inVolved.capital outlay:

IX. The' State should'assume primary responsibility for funding major
capital outlay projects for the Community Colleges.
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These principles lave since guided Commission policy on Community College

finance legislation, and several of them, such as suggesting incremental

funding for growth and support of equalization mechanismi, have been embodied

in subsequent finance\legislation--AB 8 in 1979, and AB 1626/1369 in 1981.

Fiscal conditions have changed, however, since the Commission adopted the

principles. Additional limitations and reductions'in taxes have been enacted;

the,California- and natiofial economies have continued to falter; revenues

have .been inadequate to fUnd inflationary costs and projected enrollment

growth in ttie CommunityXolleges; state-level enrollment management mechanisms

have been implemented; and the Legislature has debated establishing mandatory

general fees in order to provide additional revenue for Community College

operations. \

Existing Community College financing mechanisms for the support of current

operations eXpire in June 1983. :Legislation has oeen introduced to revise

these mochanisms. The Commission.wi11 be called on to evaluate such legis-

lation in.its advisory role to the Governor and Legislature. Early 1983 was

an appropriate time, therefore, for the Commission to review its existing

principles for Community College finance and, where necessary, revise them

in light of current and expected.conditions.

REVIEW PROCESS

As part of.the proCess for developing this revised statement of Commission

principles, the Commission staff distributed draft copies of the statement

to Community College superintendents and presidents and to the statewide

organizations of truStees, administrators, faculty, and students. In addition,

Commission staff met with the Finance Commission of the California Association

of Community Colleges (CACC), the Finance Committee df the Association of

California Community College Administrators (ACCCA), the Southern California
Association of Chief Business,Officials, as well as representatives of the

Chief, Executive Officers, Califunia Community College Trustees (CCCT),.

CACC, and ACCCA.

These meetings, and the written correspondence of reviewers provided much

useful commentary on the draft statement. The'revisions,made to the draft

statement as a result of these(deliberations helped to clarify the statement

and to relate the statement more directly to the rationale provided in the

text of the report. In addition, this consultation process served to identify

several issues or concerns of the Community College leadership that, while

extending beyond the scope of the statement of finance principles, clearly
have long-term implications for State-local relations. The major responses

and concerns from the field teview processlreteproduced in the appendix to

the Commission's agenda item on these principles for March 1983 (Tab 12). ,

6
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STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

The following pages organize the discussion of the existing principles
concerning governance and support for Community College current operations
into six areas:

1.. Relation of 'Financing Mechanisms to Govexnance, Management, and
Mission and Function of the Community Colleges.

2. Sources'of Support. 4

3. Levels of Support.

4. Relation of Financing Mechanisms to Costs of Programs and Ser-
vices.

5. Stability.

6. Equity Considerat'ions.

The report analyzes-the existing principles in light of several other documents
regarding Community College finance: the Long-Term Finance Plan and the
!Trinciples pf Community College Finance for 1983-84," adopted by_the Board
of Governors of the'California Community Colleges in September 1979 and
December 1982, respectively, and conclusions ind recommendations from research
on the topic of community college finance by scholars in California and
elsewhere. The reportvconcludes with the new statement of principlc.s for
Comiunity-Coalege finaAce that the Commission adopted on March 21, 1983.

-3-



ONE

RELATION OF FINANCING MECHANISMS
TO GOVERNANCE, MANAGEMENT, AND MISSION AND

FUNCTION OF 'THE COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The Commission's 1979 principle and commentary regarding the relation of
funding to Community.College objectives, government, and administration
reads as follows (1979, p. 13):-

Authority for decisions should correspond to the interests represented
by the local communities, the regions within California, and the
State as a whole.

Given the mission and orientation of the Community Colleges, the
locus of most educational and administrative decisions should be
close to the individual colleges and the students. Decisions
close to the source of operations should occur within a general
planning framework and within broad guidelines for operations. In
order to serve the interests of large numbers of citizens, however,
decisions concerning the location of extremely expensive programs
and costly educational facilities should transcend the prerogatives
of most districts as currently constituted. Furthermore, California
taxpayers, represented by the. State, have a major interest in
11/4:n4-range planning and coordination, in establishing the limits
on resources, and in discouraging unwarranted duplication of
programs, administrations, campuses, and off-campus centers. A
system of governance which does not distribute responsibilities
according to these legitimate interesti will misallocate resoUrces
regardless of the finance system.

,

This principle and its Commenary; focusing as they do on the issue af -
shared governance between the State and local district governing boards, is
more a statement of appropriate governanCe of the Community Colleges than a

statement of how the governance structure should relate to financing mechanisms.
The revised principles.in this area make this relation explicit, as well as
relating financing mechanisms to college management and mission and function.

In advocating that 'the focus of most educational,and administrative decisions
should be close to the individual colleges'and the students" the commentary
takes a position similar to that of the Board of Governors in its Long-Term
Finance Plan regarding reSources and accountability, which emphasizes "local
flexibility within broad, but explicit statewide objectives" (1979, p. 7):

The proposal for strong local decision making is fostered by
minimizing state-level constraints on the ways colleges plan,
manage, and schedule their human and physical resources. In some
cases, this requires legislation to modify existing state-level
constraints on staffing, calendar ilnd Course scheduling, facilities
utilization, and student mobility. (ibid., p. 11).



General consensus on strong local management of the CoMmrmity Colleges

exists because-college staff and locally elected governing board6 are in

better position to develop detailed priorities for'meeting community edu-

cational needs than are state-level agencies or coordinating boards. Com-

munity College finance legislation since 1979, however, has been mixed with

respect to local decision making: calendar and course scheduling restrictions

have been eased, yet additional regtrictions have been placed 6n the use of

part-time faculty and the Statellas reduced its support for certain categories

of courses. The State clearly has an interest in seeing that its objectives

are met and that State funds are used to supPort institutional activities of

greatest State priority. The tension between State and local priorities can

be resolved only.if these priorities are stated clearly.and a tormal mechanism

exists for reconciliationof differences between them. The Board of Governors'

current modification of efisting long-range planning mechanisis is attempting

to provide such a framework.

As part of this planning process, the Board is consulting with local districts

and statewide organizations to develop a_priorities statement. Clearly,

such a statement needs to be general in nature, and not a course-specific

fisting of offeringp to be funded by the State. Within broad State-level

guidelines, local,districts and colleges should be responsible for the

determination of the college curriculud. The process used this year for the

reduction of .$30 million in Community College apportionments, while necessary

as a one-year response to budget limitations, would not serve the long-term,

interests of the State, the institutions, or students.

In its Long-Term Finance Plan, the Board of Governors argued for the contin-

uation of a comprehensive mission, including general, transfer, occupational,

developmental, and community education (1979, p.

It is strongly recommended that the ,comprehensive, commun-

ity-oriented mission of .the colleges be paintained. The policy of

open admissions .should be contirmed anif a strong cpmmitment to

community services, as well as regular instruction', should be

observed by disticcts.

At the same time. however, the Board recognized that limited revenue sources

require flexibility for local decisions so that local priorities can be

established within the comprehensive mission (la, 19):

Community colleges need greater flexibility if they are to continue

to be community-oriented, become more cost-effective (as they must

with scarce funding), and set priorities effectively. This includes

flexibility to allocate funds aMong competing local uses .and to

plan and manage college operations. This greater flexibility can

be accomplished in part by removing many existing legal constraints

on the use of college resources together with a,major change in
college accountability from emphasis on short-term efforts to

emphasis on long-term planning snd results. A

The Board also proposed that a mechanism be established for reconciling

State and local priorities (p. 20):

-6-



In addition to reviewing Ideal priorities, the Board of Governors
should adopt procedures for identifying and proposing explicit
Statewide priorities.

.The Board of GovernorS could establish these priorities by adopting
a number of explicit statewide objectives. Districts would be
expected to reconcile theit efforts with these objectives in a

comprehensive plan submitted each yeatto the Chancellor's Office.

with respect to the relation of finance mechanisms to mission and function,
David Breneman and Susan Nelson of the Brookings Institution note that in
many states discussions of Community College funding levels and support
techniques serve as proxies for discussions'of college mission and function.
(1981, p. 162):

The lack of consensus regarding both the mission of community
colleges and the priorities among the numerous educational and
service functions that they perform is the most striking finding
of our site visits. In no other part of the public educational
system, from kindergarten through graduate school, does one encounter
such sharply divergent views alltut the fundamental purposes of the
school. As with so many other aspects of community colleges, it
is difficult to generalize about the lack of consensus over mission,
but the issue is so central to the debates over financing that the
effort must be made.

"In the absence of political consensus regarding the mission of commudity
colleges," they observe, "disagreements over financing patterns and policies
can be expected to persist" (ibid. p. 203).

They argue that maintaining,the comprehensive missiqn of the Community
Colleges by giving equal-priority to academic, vocational/technical, remedial,
and community services programs is difficult in periods of limited resources
(p. 213):

\For this comprehensive approach to be a realistic option for the
difficult times ahead, the college must have reasonable assurance
of gaining (or retaining) both the resourtes required to-mount a
comprehensive program, and. the enrollment.necessary to justify it.
Community colleges in most states are likely to face increased
competition.from other institutions in each'of theSe program
areas, and-particularly for full-tiMe academic_transfer students.
Perhaps the greatest risk to an.unfl:nching commitment to the
comprehensive mission is that sufficient financial support will
not materialize, and the college will suffer across the board,
becoming tess competitive and less distinctive in all program
areas. To opt for comprehensivness is to gamble that sufficient
support will be forthcoming to render unnecessary hard choices
among program priorities.

Walter Garms has proposed three basic criteria on which to judge Community
College finance mechanisms in relai:ion to college mission and function. In
Garms' view, the basic principles for finance plans should be based upon the

-7-
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unique functiOns which colleges are:asked to serve. For the Community

Colleges, therefore, he pioposes that the finance program should enhance the

segment's ability to (1977, p. 38):

1. Serve those who find access to traditional institutions difficult;

2. Provide courses and programs not provided, or provided insufficiently by

the four-year institutions; and

3. Respond to;the.particular needs of the community it serves.

Given the diversity of community characteristics and educational needs

throughout the State, it would be unwise to mandate a uniform, highly specific,

wission stateMent statewide for the Community.Colleges. The revised statement

of principle& and guidelines suggests, however, that financing mechanisms

should assure support for those instructional programs and services of

greatest State priority -while providing local districts with alternative

revenue sources to meet unique local needs.



TWO

SOURCES OF SUPPORT

The Commission's 1979 principle in this area, together with related commentary,
is as follows (p. 10):

The burden of support for the Community Colleges should be dis-
tributed evenly and equitably throughout the 'State.

One major tenet of educational finance during the 1970s has been
that wealth, especially as it, is transformed into revenues from
taxes on real property, should not determine the quality or extent
of educational opportunities. Support for instruction and adminis-
tration atthe Community Colleges should be drawn from a wide tax
base in order to ensure equitable funding for educational programs
and institutional operations throughout the State,

There is little disagreement with this principle aa commentary that a broad
range of revenue sources is appropriate and desirable for Community College
funding. Given the..differing perspectives and priorities of available
funding sources, colleges need to rely on a variety ot sourdes in order-to---
meet institutional objedtives. These sources include the --StaGeneral
Fund; local property taxes; federal 'categorical.pf6grams; other federal,
State, and local taxes revenues; studentliesi and business and labor contri-
butions.

While the range of these revenue sources has not changed dramatically over
time, there has been little constancy in their relative proportion of funding.
Proposition 13 shifted a substantial portion of Community College subsidies
from local property. taxes to State General Fund support. The Board's,Long-
Range Finance Plan recommended lising a variety Of revenue sources for Community
College support, but held that "local property tax should constitute at
least 30 percent (the 1978-79 level) of college operating budget funding"
(1979, p. 9). Current funding levels provide far less than the recommended
30 percent from these property taxes.

Breneman and Nelson also argue for a combination Of Statekand local tax
revenue sources (1981, p. 174):

Although some observers have argued the case for full state fi-
nancing of community colleges, our discussion in chipter-2 of.the
nature and location of public benefits strongly suggests that
local support is justified on efficiency.grounds. As we noted,
many of the educational activities of two-year colleges are of
primary interest and value to local citizens, and a local tax
contribution helps to ensure that community,preferences are expressed
in the college's pfogram offerings.

4
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There are several arguments for the continuation of shared 'State and local,

support. First, the relative rates of growth vary considerably between
local property taxes and State sales, income, bank and corporation, and
other Gener'al Fund tax revenues. Property ta;c revenues are less responsive
to fluctuations in general.economic acti ity than are the major State tax

sources: LObal property taxes may, therefore, provide some budget .stability
in times of recession (when demand'for,Community College education typicallY
is high and available State tax resoUrces low). Second, givca the comprehensive

mission oLthe CommunityColleges,' some programs and services provide benefits
primarily to the local community and may not be of high statewide priority.
Use of local property-tax revenues.to support such ,programs provides a
better matc4 between those who benefit and those who pay. Finally, in many

states the local district boards still maineain some control over the levels
of property tax revenues received. Local lioards thus are'able to match

needed revenues With anticipated expenditures more acce-:ately.
.

Such is no'longer the case in California. Proposition 13 limited a local
district's ability to.adjust general purpose and permissive tax rates to
meet overall disfict budget needs. The State-level allocation of local
prbperty tax revenues hai,, in essence, made the California Community Colleges

a State-:funded system. The only'sources of revenue over which local boards

mow have some control are permissive student fees, categorical funding
sources, district reserves, and bontracts or'other revenues from business
and labor; revenue squrces whiCh constitute a small fraction of the total
revenue needed to support-current operations in the colleges. Existingt

permissive fees in the Community Collqges have increased substantially in
the past tWo,years as districts attempt to cope with limited tax resources.

ff the State is to be,,explicit in priorities for State funding, theti alter--
native sources of locilly determined revenues must be found to enable the
colleges to, continue to serve as community-based institutions. Such alter-

native soUrces might ihclude-local sales or income taxes, a set aside of
some portion of-local""property tax revenues for locally determined uses,
student charges for non-State-supported courses, and private and corporate
subsidies for college oPeratiods.

.1

.TheBoar-dof0overnorg`strongly 'supports the continuation of no Luition

policy for California. In their Long-Term.Finance Plan as well as their
recently-adopted Tee Contingency Plah, they opposed the establishment of a
general fee in the Community Colleges because of the impact qtudent charges
would have on college acceSs, and the fear that once a general fee is instituted,

fees might be increased gubstantially as a-budget balancing measure.

Community college tuition for California residents is 'rejected
because of ,its adverse effect on the-Board's goal of equal opportunity
for access. ,Limited, locally-determined fees are suggested= for
certain community services and college support cact4.vities, if

adequate' recognition is given to indiyiduals' abi/ity to, pay
-(1979, p. 9).

The Board of ,Governors reaffirms° its opposition to tuition and
general fees. The pOlicieS of low cost and open admissions have
enabled California community colleges to provide opportunities for
postsecondary eduption to economically disadvantaged&alifornfans

4
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1

in a way that is virtually
United States (1982a, p. 3).

Braneman and Nelson argue against
Community Colleges, and suggest a
to tocial and personal benefits to
education (1981, pp. 103, 203):

unparalleled in the history of the

a low (or no) tuition policy in 'the
student charges policy that relates
ba derived from a Community College

Low tuition has traditionally been the cornerstone,of financing
policies designed to attract low-income students 'to community *.
colleges. In most states, public two-year institutions pride
themselves on adding on1y'minim4 financial barriers onto the'
unavoidable costs of forgone earnings for anyone who wants an ,

education. With rising costs and tightening.state budgets, pricing
policy remains a controversial subject in all states and poses
what arguably is the most important _equity issue in community
college finance: what effect do financial barriers have on, access
by low-income populations to a community college Aducation?_
TranSlated into Policy terms, this becomes a choice between the
traditional strategy of low tuition/low aid ot ehigher tuition/higher
aid approach (assuming the constraint of `a fixed educational
budget) as the better way to eliminate the positive correlation
between income and the probability of attending college,

Tuition for academic courses and most vocational/technical offerings
should be well above zero but less than full cosi, with subsidies
provided by both staresand local governments. Remedial courtes,
including adult basic education, should be tuiticia-freei, with full
state and local subsidy. Vocational programs providing highly
specific training for particular firms should receive SuPport from'
those'firms. An exception would occur if the course offerings are
part of a state's.economic developmene,plan,. designed to(Attract
employers to an area.or convince then to stay. Community service9
programs that are noncredit and primarily for personal enrichment
should be self-supporting from user fees, or subsidized from local
funds if public benefits ate judged to be present.

Garms argues for a substantially larger role for tuition in public institutions,
along with increased student financial aid (Garms, 1977, p. 93)o

1. Tuition for in-state students should be set to furnish at least
50 percent of the current operating cost of the college. This
is to prevent unfair competition with private. institutions.
This provision should apply to.all public higher education in
the state, not just to the community colleges. -

2. There should be a,system of student grants supporXed by('state
and/or federal money that would guarantee access to an education
for any student no-matter how poor. The grants could be used
in public or private 'institutions in the state. The amount of
the grant shou:14 depend upon the ODA of education (including
both tuition and living expenses) at the institution chosen by
the students and be based upon their own financial need. The
threshold of the grants should be set at such a level that

711-



middle-class students who find access difficult would also
receive some help. Even the.poorest stndents should be expected

to provide a little of the cost themselves.°

Central tc any discussion of ingareased tuition is the adequacy and efficiency

of financial aid programs in ieeting the increased costs of education for

financially needy students. The question of adequacy of financial aid needs

to be assessed on a state-specific basis, as'financial aid is a partnershi?

of federal, state, and institutional sources. Breneman and Nelson freely

concede, however, that the efficiency of aid programs is.far from perfect'

(1981, p. 110):,

The ideal world where only net tuition matters has not yet arrived.

Substantial information barriers still remain. Many high school

students and even more adults are not aware of federal and state
aid programs, and few knoi.7 the amount of aid for which they qualify

-until they apply. The application process itself poses a further
hurdle for many students, particularly first-generation college
students whose parents may be intimidated by he domplicated
"lrms, or those, for whom English is a second language.

Who,ever tuition and fee policy the State maintains, it is clear that the

relation...of student fee revenues to other revenue sources and financing
mechanisMs is an important consideration in the development of principles
for the future financing of the California Community Colleges. The Commission

is conducting a review of policy alternatives concerning student charges in

the Community Colleges as part of its responsibilities under ACR 81. This

study will be reviewed by the Commission at its March meeting along with the

revised statement of principles for finance'.

-12-
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THREE

LEVELS OF SUPPORT

The 1979 Commission principle and cOmmentary in this area state (pp. 10-11):

To provide equity for all students in public institutions, the
Legislature and Goveraor should be responsible for annually de-
termining the aggregate budget of the Commubity Colleges within
the context of the total resources available for public higher
education.

The old finance system, which provided a gharanteed amount and
annually increased that by a fixed adjustMent, is not adaptable to
unanticipated changes and does not clearly identify policy issues
for the Legislature and Governor. Because the amount of State
dollars for the Community Colleges is now larger than the State's
General Fund support for the University or the State University,
the statewide level of support for the Community Colleges must be
reviewed' annually to.eniure equitable funding,for all students in
public higher edhcation.

This principle recommends that the Legislature and Governor should determine
annually (i.e., within the budget process) the amount of State and local tax
resources to be made available to the Community College system for financing
State-supported programs and services. Given the Constitutional provisions
of Proposition 13 and subsequent legislation; the concept of a State-level
determination of aggregate State and local tax revenues available for distri-
bution to the colleges appears to be the only realistic option for California.

Clearly the statutory provisions for support of college operations have done
little in recent years to assure adequate funding for inflation and enrollment
demand. All segments of public postsecondary education recently have experi-
enced significant budget limitatinns and would welcome guarantees of adequate
support levels to meet expected cost increases. Proctically, however, the
State has not been willing to make that guarantee, and statutory provisions
for cost-of-living increases for many programs have proved meaningless in
light of budget constraints.

State and local tax revenues constitute about 90 percent-of all Community
:2ollege revenues and, as such, form the basis for local district budget
development. Local district governing boards, however, must develop district
budgets which reflect income from all sources (including federal revenues,
student fees, and other sources) and expenditures for all activities (including
community services, contract courses and auxiliary enterprises). 'During
the budget year, districts are required to reconcile anticipated revenues to
be 4vailablewith the-actual cost of services provided.

Gams calls for explicit State and local review of Community College -funding
levels (1977, pp. 38-39).

-13-



The finance program should help to keep the expansion of the

,coMmunity colleges within the bounds of public willingness to

support them, and should take into account the financial health of

state and local governmentg and the competing demands upon them

for money. The total amount of money allocated to community
colleges by state and local governments is, Of course, determined

through the political process. This is as it should 5e, because

in this way the judgments of elected representatives are brought

'to bear on questions of the absolute level of, funding, and of the

relative emphasis to be 'given to community college education and

to all of the other needs competing for the public purse.

The adequacy of anticipated, revenues in meeting expected expenditures is

typically medsured in terms of funding for:

1. inflationary costs,

2.' changes in student worklOad; and

3. program changes providing new services or serving new clientele:

The Board of Governors' Long.-Nem Finance Plan recommends that in budget

development these faCtors be considered, and the Board of Governors' budget

requestg to the Legislature have included these components. The Board's

recent statement of finance principles for 1983-84 stresses the need, for

stability in Community College fundi4g'(1982b, p. 2).

The community college finance mechanism'must provide assurance of

stability for the continuity of educational opportunity, access,
and quality. ,Educational programs and services should not be

subject to sddden and needless jeopardy and students should be

assured of the ability fo fulfill their objectives.

Community allege funding levels for 1982-83 ..were insufficient to 'fund

either inflation or growth in the Community Colle&s. In addition, mandated

course reductions totaling thirty million dollars were required of colleges.

While one may argue over the proper indices for measuring inflationary costs
and projected enrollment growth, a funding level that does-not provide for

inflation:or enrollment change is inadequate.

In response to inadequate levels of funding, local districts have used

reserve funds for the support of current operations. The issue'of the use ,

of district reserves as an offset to State apportionments (as in SB 154, the

bail-out bill immediately following the passage of Proposition 13) has been

debated extensively in the Legislature. Certainly, ongoing funding levels,

should be sufficient to allow districts to maintain an adequate level of

reserves for cash flow, contingenCy, and required future obligations. The

Board of Governors' Long-Term Finance Plan proposed to (page 36): "Develop

an appropriate statewide rationalization of district reserve policy reflecting

sound management policies." To date, such a policy has not been established

by the Board, and the use of district reserves continues to be an unresolved

issue.
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The revised statement of principles and guidelines recommends that systemwide
levels of support be determined each year by the Governor and Legislature in
the budget process and that levels of support for Community College operations
be adecidate to fund the cost of inflation and planded workload changes as
well as maintain sufficient district resources for required future obligations.

I
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FOUR

RELATION OF FINANCING MECHANISMS TO
COSTS OF PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

DIFFERENTIAL FUNDING,

The current Cothmission prindiple and related discussion in'the area of costs
of programs and services is as follows (1979, p. 11),;

In establishing the statewide.needs of the Community Colleges, the
State.should adopt a classification system reflectiVe of-the different
kinds of activities within the colleges.

At present, the Budget and Accounting Manual of the California
Community: Colleges lists fifteen program classifications which
distinguish among district expenditures: For budgeting purpoSes,
these. fifteen could be judiciously combined into a smaller number
that encómpasses- all the activities of the Community Colleges:

, Instructional PrOgrams and instructional Support, Institutional
Services and Administration, Student Support Services, Maintenance
and Operation of Plant, Community Services, Ancillary Services and
Auxiliary Operations. Since the funding levels and tge need for
annual adjustments differ:So much within each,,of these broad clas-
sifications, the present method of block grants, which fundS all
without any distinctibnis a poor method of providing resources to
che colleges. Once-the clagsifications are established they should
Ili:a. become .rigid expenditure categories. Districts should be
assured,of sufficient flexibility to respond to local Condition's,
and the State should be assured that fUnds are spent for the general
purposes for which they are-appropriated.

Histaically,..California Community Colleges have been,funded on the basis of
re single measure7-Average Daily Attendance (or ADA). Finance mechanisms
thus have attempted to distribute funds, to support instruclional programs,
Student services, administration, and plant maintenance and operation on the
basis of this single measure. This Commissipn principle suggests that a

greater numbet of cost categories and workload measures would be more appro-
priate for college financing. While the principle could be restated to make
this suggestion more explicit, other research findings indicate clearly that
the principle should be continued.

The Board of Governor's Long-Term Finance Plan supports the concept of
moving away from a single support rate per ADA-0379, pp. 23-24):

\Use several measures and related support rates, rather than
\one, to recognize the differential costs of workload changes
\in instruction and other services.

\
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(activity)

a) traditional c1ass7oom
instruction
(recognize dnd reflect
extreme marginal cost
differencei in the'

delivery of classroom

instruction)

b) individualize&
instruction

c) suppOrt services
(learning resources
centers and student
personnel services)

d) administratiOn

(measure)
student classroom contact hours

student credit hour orother
appropriate meagure(s)

student headcount enrollmelitt

character ana size of non-
administracive staff

The Board of Governors' statement of Finance Principles for 1983-84 also is

explicit about the need to relate funding mechanisms to the costs of operation

(P. 3):

The community college finance mechanisms should provide levels of

funding sufficient for the community colleges to meet the costs of

education and services for the programs offered and the students

served. Funding, insofar as would be feasible without unduly
restricting district flexibility, should be reflective of costs,

providing neither fiscal incentives nor disincentives th.at may

influence prograndecisions.

Decisions to increase or decrease offerings or services should be

based on program needs and demandg and should not be influenced by

levels of incremental funding.

Program increments (e.g., ADA, enrollment, etc.) used to generate
specific levels of support funding should equate, as closely as

feasible, to the equivalent specific levels of program costs.
(Preseat limitations of programmatic cost data preclude the imple-

mentation'Of a cost differentiated funding system in 1983-84,

initially allowing only fordifferentiated funding on the basis of

credit and noncredit and size.), '

While the development of differential support rates based on a limited

number of cost categories has been endorsed by the Board of Governors and

the Commission since 1979, there has been a lack of research necessary to

implement such a recommendation. Until the Tast few years, the' lack of

verified expenditure data by activity hag precluded the development of a

detailed cost study which j.s necessary before differential rates are placed

into effect.

The Board of Governors has-committed to undertake during 1983 a cost study

which would assess cost differentials by instructional program are'aq as well

)14
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as for student services, administration, and plant maintenance and operation.
The Commission recognizes that'such a. study is a complex undertaking, and
that the resules from the study would not be available in time for implemen-
tation for 1983-84 and could take several years to implement in an orderly
fashion. Nevertheless, the .Chancellor's Office should be encouraged to
complete this necessary research, in consultation with statewide organizations.

0

Breneman and Nelson argue for the development of differential funding rates
in order to make Community College finance mechanisms more equitable and
efficient (1981, pp. 205-206):

o Although simplicity in a finance plan is desirable, complex,
plans are necessary if a state seeks to achieve multiple objectives,
such as efficiency and equity.

Finance plans that recognize differences in program costs (for
example, between allied health programs and general studies)
are a defirite improvement over simple unit-rate or flat grant
formulas.

o Analysis of how community college costs vary with size indicates
the presence of both economies and diseconomiet of scale, i.e.,
over a certain range unit costs fall, but beyond a certain
size, unit costs rise. Financing formulas should,reflect this
fact, for in'most instances it will not.be possible to increase
or decrease college size to the optimal (or least cost) level
of operations.

Garms, as well as Breneman and Nelson, argue that the number oi categories
for differential support rates should be kept relatively low (Garms, 1977,
1). 61): .

Another problem is that-the fewer the number of cost categories,
the more likely it is that certain courses or programs will be
badly overfunded or undgrfunded. On the other hand, if the number
of cost classifications ii' eipanded greatly, the. problem of correct
classification of c-lursegis multiplied, and the difficulty and
cost of regular cost studies increases. The number of program
dost categories should probably range from 5 to '10 to provide a

.

reasonable number bf categories without making the system unwieldy.
All,in ail, however, it.appears that the formula budgeting approach
using program cost classifications is a better approach than the
line-item formula budgeting approach.

More detailed rate structures (such as those with 20 to 36 categories) were
found to be difficult to develop and adjust, and did not appear to improve
the efficiency of the financing system substantially.

Despite the general recognition of the value of a financidg system which
reflects costs for different kinds of activities within the Community Colleges,
little progress has been mape in the development of such a systemfor California.
Reaffirmation of the need for this development thus Seems appropriate in the
revision of the Commission's principles.
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WORKLOAD MEASURES

The Commission's 1979 principle and commentary. related .bo workload measures

is as fol,lows (p. 13):

The finance system for the Community Colleges should accommodate a

variety of methods to deliver education.

The system of State apportionments based on ADA, which relies on

classroom contact h6urs, is an outmoded vestige of public school

finance. It becomes inveasingly inappropriate with-the expanding
variety of proven educational tecliniques which permit effective
learning and assessment beyond the claSsroom.

The contact-hour approach has endured because of'its simplicity,

the potential of other methods for artificially inflating enrollments,

and the desire of the college community to remain with-statutory
block grants characteristic of the secondary schools. In _framing

the new system of fidance, the State should not rely exclusively on
ADA for measuring the educational effort of the Community Colleges.

Likewise, a system of accountability appropriate for each measure
of educational effort should be devised.

The development of appropriate workload measures is-related closely to the

development of differential cost categories in the finadcing mechanisms.
For example, costs for plant maintenance and operations may be correlated

positively with student workload, but are,far more likely to be dependent

upon energy costs, size and age of thephysical plant, and geographic location.

Likewise, the costs of-providing student servicespay relate more directly

to headcount enrollment _than to ADA.°

Clearly, the development of workload measures,needs to be predicated on the

activity categories establishedfor differential funding. Once these cate-

gories are agreed to, the appräptiate measure for each category needs to be

assessed in terms of (1) relationship to costs, (2) possible incentives, and

(3) ease of collection and verification.

As noted previously, the Board of Governors' 14.m&-Term Finance Plan suggested

a different workload measure for each activity categorf(1979, p. 28):
1

Measures for determinidg fiscal suppore may be based upon need,
activity, or performance, the long-term Plan proposes'using need
and activity for determining funding and incorporating performance

ar output measures in_the accountability process.

In the past, community college finance fotmulas liave relied on one

aggregate measure (the classroom contact hour converted to average

da..4.1y attendance, ADA) to determine support for all college activities.

Several different measures of activity or-workload in the separate

areas of instruction, support services, and community services are

needed to go along with the differential support rates. For

-20-
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examPle, it is suggested that support service (library, counseling,
registration, etc.) ca-sts are more a junction of enrollment than
of classroom activity.

James Wattenbarger and Bob Cage hae detailed the long-standing controversy
over using credit hours or student contact hours as the workload measure for
measuring costs in the instructional area (1974, p. 54):

One other issue inherent in detiumining program costs is credit
hour versus contact lour. A typical chemistry cdttse 'may have a
fiv,e-credit-hour rating, but students may meet up to twice that
number of hours to satisfy both lecture and laboratory requirements.
This same paitern exists in many occupational programs where
laboratory or field experiences far exceed in number the credit
hours given.

The Board of GovernorS' Long-Term Finance Plan suggested moving away from
ADA as a workload measure, but retaining the student contact hour measure
for the majority of instruction (l979pp. 28-29):

A possible shift from the contact hour to the credit hour for
measuring instructional workload has been reviewed. The contact
hour presently acts as a rough proxy for the cost differences that
exist between laboratory and lecture,instruction (see example in
Appendix E). Use of a credit hour would require differential
support rates for laboratory and lecture.. Defining and measuring
these categories' on a common basis throughout all districts would
be extremely'difficult, if not impossible. In addition, the
differential rates could have a constraining effect on faculty
workload determinations 'within, local collective bargaining. Con-
sequently, the Plan recomiends against-using the credit hour for
traditional classroom instruction.

Breneman and Nelson, on thelother hand, tend to favor credit hour measures
for the Community Colleges in order to derive comparable workload measures
between two-year and four-year institutions (1981, pp. 192-193):

Should the formula be based on average'dally attendance, weekly
contact hours; student credit hours, or some other workload measure?
Debates over the relative merits of these workload measures have
.raged for years, and nothing said here is likely to settle the
issue. Average daily attendance,_a carry-over from the days when
community colleges were extensions of public school districts, re-
quires that attendance betaken every day for reimbursemeat-purposes.
California i.s the only state that still uses this measure, which
would seem td-have little to commend it.

At issue between weekly contact hours (WCH) and student credit
hoursc(SCH) is the claim hy instructors inlnany of the vocational-
technical programs that their time and effort as mieasurid by WtH
are substantially understated when converted to SCH. In the
academic programs, student credit,. hours usually conform more
closely to the actual hours of classroom instruction per 'week,
hence the argument that vocational-technical faculty and students
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are not given enough credit for +heir longer periods of direct

contact. The counter argument notes that both faculty and students

in academic programs are also presumed to be working outside the

classroom, so that comparison of contact hours alone is misleading.

We find this a rather sterile debate, but note the advantages of

having a standard measure (SCH) for all credit programs. The

issue between NCH and SCH can be settled through chano^c in the

conversion ratio, if necessaiy,

Nhatever woriload measure is used to stiPport the instructional area, the

Commission principle of supporting a variety of delivery systems for education

is important to keep in mind. It may be most appropriate to have several,

measures in the instructional area, such as is suggested in the Board of

Governors' LongrTerm Finance Plan. The revised statement of principles

suggests that'worklaid measures 'need to be evaluated in terms of their

relation to co!,t, possible incentives, and ease of collection and verification.

FUNDING FOR ENROLLMENT GROWTH OR DECLINE

The existing Commisiion principle and commentary concerning the sensitivity

of financing mechanisms to changes in student enrollment levels is as follows

(1979, p. 12):

The CommuniV College finance system should exclude unwarranted

inc3ntives for growth and punitive reductions for enrollment
decline's.

In order to avoid incentives for growth and unrealistic reductions

of revenues, the State;s funding for enrollment changes should

closely'correspond to 4 realistic measure of the cost per additional

studont

This Commission principle end6rses the concept of using a marginal (or

incremental) rate of support for enrollment grwth or decline, rather than

the full-average cost amount. , This concept,has been widely accepted in.

college finance, and was supported in the Board of Governors' Lpng-Term

Finance Plan (1979, p. 8)':

SuppOrt for workload changes is at marginal or incremental,.rather

than average or total, rates. This procedure deals effectively

with both growth and decline in enrollment and eliminates incentives

for unwarranted changes in serviceS.

Breneman and Nelson also argue for the use of marginal rate of support for

enrollment change, particularly in situations of stable or declining enrollments

(1981, p. 206):

,As enrollthents stabilize or decline, the use of enrollment-driven

formulas based on average costs per student needs-to be recpnsidered.

Such formulas served the instltutions werl during a time orgrowth,

but'vill be damaging during a period of decline. She cost structure .

,
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of community colleges should.be analyzed and financed in terms of
fixed and variable costs, mat by a single average ost per stu-
dent.

yhile this marginal rate concept has broad support, there is less agreement
about the appropriate level of support. In general, since AB 8, the marginal
rate has been defined in the California Community Colleges as two-thirds of
the district's average rate of support, although districts with revenues per
ADA above the statewide average receive only two-thirds of the.statewide
average support rate, as a device to equalize districts' relative finincial
ability. In 1981, the rate of support for gpncredit ADA changes was set at
$1,100--somewhat below the average credit ADR marginal rate of about $1,300.
Additional research is needed to determine whether these levels are adequate
(particularly for districts experiencing substantial growth) and whether the
existing credit/noncredit differentials are appropriate reflections 'of cost
differences in these programs. The revised statement of principLes suggests
retaining the marginal rate concept while.assuring that the support rates,
reflect 'accurately the variable costs associated With workload'change.

s.
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STABILITY

The Commission's current statement nf principles does not_deal explicitly
with stability of funding mechanisms. Given recent experce, however, the
revised statement of principles suggests that funding me%..3nisms shouldbe
stable over time and predictable in their allocation of resources. Several
guidelines are proposed to promote increased budget stability within the
colleges.

During the past decade, Communit4.Colleges have experienced six major changes
in financing systems. Even in cases of "long-term" measuges (two years or
more), the Mechcnisms often have been adjusted during the second year of
funding. Such was the c.se during 1980-81-when the deficit provisions pf AB

.

8 were modifie& during the final month of the fiscal year.and reallocated
millions Of dollars among districts. Such instability precludes any thoughtful
long-range fiscal planning. Tie guidelines suggest a five-year legislative
authorization for the basic support mechanisms. Longer term' authorization
of the,finanCing medAnisms willnot only promote stability in budget pliriniffk,
but also reduce administrative costs far restructuring the apportionment
process each year.

Since AB 15, district revenues for general apportionments have been determined
by a prior year base mvenue and then adjusted foe inflation and workload
changes. This use of a base-year'amount mitigates against eXtreme year-to-
year

fluctdations in district revenues due .to changes ininance mechanisms.
Adjustments to district base revenues have. been Made'in several. instances
(such as in t:he required use-of district regerves in SB 164and the elimination
of State support for certain noncredit courses in AB 1626). aierall, however,
this mechanism. provides greater stabilIty than:a `system whic# recomputes
total revenues each year on the basis pf current-year support rates 'and .

allocation mechanisms. The guidelines.- suggest retaining this ,concept in
future finance mechanisms.

Another major issue 'in this area-is the limitation of theeStatels fiscal
obligation to fund enrollment growth ini6Xcess of projections. Historically,
thelteCe,has provided support cfor the full amoUnt of activity in the regular
tustructional program in the CoMmunity Colleges. In 1975-76; however, the
level of State-supported ADA was capped at 5 percent above the previous
year's level. 'More recently,,AB 8'(1979) established a deficit mechanism to
be triggered in the event that the filwd State aPPropriation and local
property taX evenues were insufficient to fund enrollment growth fully
statewide. ThIS medianism provided that in a statewide cle.ficit situation a
district's revenue was influenced not only by its own enrollment level, but
by those of other,districts as well.

In 1981, At 1626/1369 directed the Chancellor to allocate the authorized
systemwide enrollment groNth\among indiviaual districts: Disfriets-were to
receive the full marginal rate of support, for growth up to the allocated
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level, and no support-for growth beyond the allocated level. During the

1981-82 fiscal yea?, this "unfunded ADA" wal estimated to be over 26,500

ADA, or roughly 3.6 percent ahove the allocated levels. An aaditional $32.7

million would be needed at the statewide average incremental rate to fund

4 this level of enrollment. CoMmunity,Colleges did,not receive:funding for

growth for the 1982-83 fiscal year, so "unfunded ADA" likely?ill be evident

through the current fiscal,year.

Conterns'about limiting-State,General Fund obligations need to be balanced

against providing adequate support to fund realistic levels nf enrollment in

the colleges-. If the ove 11 State General Fund appropriation to Community

,CoIleges is to be-dete ined each-year in the Budget Act, rather than n

statfte, then the fine ing mechanism needs to be explidit in its allocation

priorities,
c.

If funding levels are'ins cielA;to meet inflationary costs,'consideration

should be given to grantlng districts some flexibility to make program.cuts,

based on State and local priorities, without jeopardizing revenue levels.

The Board of,Governors' -Finance Principles for 1983-84 suggest that such.a

provislon be instituted in next year's finance legislation (1982b;.p. 2):

Funding, as a mihimum, muSt be maintained at a level sufficient to

meet changing costs. Funding for-each unit of workload (e.g.,
ADA) must increase in reIaiion to changing cost to maintain quality.

r
.

Clearly such a policy wbuld restrict access to Comminty College instruction.

Some limiton course reduction; would need to be developed in order to

prevent dramatid reductions in student workload such, as.occurred in some

districts during the block grant funding of SB 154 in 1978-79. Colleges

cannot, however, always be required to become "more.efficient" (i.e., increase

class size and instructional.loads, defer salary increases, reduce adminis-

tration, maintenance, and equipment replacement expenditures) without seriously

jeopardizing the quality, of the institution. The revised statement of

principles suggests that new Community College financing mechanisms should

assess the adegAncy of funding levels to be provided, 'identify me*6,0#nisms

for defining State and local'funding priorities, and give local 6bards

additional discretion in coping with revenue shortfalls.
, .
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EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS

a

The Commission-adoptedtwo principles in 1979 which relate to funding equity.
These principles, along with supporting comments, are as follows (pp. 11-12):

A permanent system Of Community Colleges finance should eliminate
.

funding inequities based exclusively on wealth.

The amount of funds proVided to each district in 1978-79-is'the
Confusing product of,past decisions on tax rates, experiments with
revenue controls, and,guaranteed "target budgets." These changes.
have introduced differentials intb the funds provided from both
local and State sources. As the State assumes a much larger pro-
portion of Community Col,lege iupport, it =is patently unjust to
continue differences in total income per unit of attendanCe whose
previous justifications rested on the 6ifferences in relative
wealth and tax rates determined by:local districts.

In many cases, diese differentials have liitle'educational justifi-.
cation. Statewide equity for students can be achieved only if the
new,finance system does not continue these differentials by'uncriti-
cally accepting a "base year" upon which tO build the new formula.
An equitable beginning for the new system can occur only after,a
district-by-district review which ide4ifies the reasons for funding
differentials and provides for a phased piocess to, adjust the base
and eAiminate State support for differentials which cannot be
justified on valid educational grounds.

funding for each tunit of attedance or credit should be roughly
0 equal 'among the Community-Colleges. Any differences should be

based onl'Y on adjustments which recogaize justifiable differentials
in costs because of campus size and the'programs required by charac-
teristics of students and Ihe community,

For nearly a decade, the State.s policy has been to narrow the
funding differences per ADA by providing smaller increases to
districts with high levels of support. TheState's methods, however;
have been ineffective because of their indirectness, and the=different
property tax bases among the districts. The State should.noW adopt
equal income per unit of attendance as a prime policy for the
future. Further, the system of finance should narrow the funding
differences whe.ther districts are gaining or losing enrollments.

Nevertheless, the diversity of the Community Colleges undermines
.any suggestion for a uniform amount of revenue per attendance unit
since there are educationally justifiable reasons for certain
differences. Principal among theset reasons are the economies af
scale in operating large campuses and the 'additional. costs of
attraCting and educating people from disadvantaged backgrounds.



Perhaps nothing is as easy to suppert and as=difficult to implement as the

principle of equity. ,Nobody wants to be unfair, yet "what is fair" is a

matter of considerable debate. There are those Kho argue thaCthe level of
Community College funding per ADA.should. be equal In all districts. Others

argue .that substantial vari5tio4is in support per ADA are justified on the

grounds of differences in.district size, clientele, and program offerings.

Since the establishment of State equalization aid in the 1960s, the State

has attempted to equaliZe districts' abilities,to finance necessary Community

College programs and services. No mechanism to date has been found entirely

satisfactory.

Since 1979,; Community College equalization mechanisms in-California have

been designed to give larger-than-average inflation incteases to low-revenue

districts and smaller-than-average inflation increases to high-revenue

districts. An additional equalization measure provide1 that high-revenue

districtg receive only two-thirds of the statewide (rather than district)

average support rate for ADA growth. These mechanisms have been ineffectiVe

for several reasons. First, the'marginal rate and a district's rate of ADA
growth or decline has far more impact on a distriet's revenue per ADA than

the relatively modept amount of fundi affected by equalization mechanisms.

Second, equalization only on the basis of revenue per ADA ignOres legitiMate

variations in,district pro'gram offerings. Finally, Community College inflation

increases for the past two years have been 5 and 0 percent.respectively, '

levels which.have severely constrained 'equalization efforts: In spite of

such shortcomings, hbwever, the principle of equity remains central to the

development of financing mechanisms.

The Boardc,of Governors' Long-Term;Finance Plan calls for the correction of

past inequities due,to differences in district wealth (1979, p. 26):

Historic districCcost differences result from a combination of
factors, some of which 4ize, community, instructional mode, etc.)

ought to be observed, while others (wealth and'tax differences)
ought not to be observed, bnt, rather, corrected. The distinction

is crucial in making "equity!' adjustments to district "base"
'budgets.

Recently, the Board of Governors reiterated its support of equity consider-

ationst'in its Finance Principles for 1983-84 (1982b;-p. 2):

'Funding levels, Lauding state and local revenues, should be
equalized for like programs and services. Revenue differences '

among the community colleges should be justified on the basis of

programmatie differences.

Garmst Guthrie, and Pierce have argued for strong equalization measures in

Community College financing systems. These recommendations are derived from

research conducted principally in the K-12 area in order to implement Serrano

and other court decisions regarding school financing equity (1978, p. 443).

For community colleges, adopt a modified power equalizing scheme.
This is preferred to the foundation, flat grant, or percentage
matching models described earlier because it leaves to the local
community the decision of how heavily it should tax ttself for
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community colleges,.while putting all communities on an equal
footing with regard to the amount raised for a given tax'effort.
However, in order to prevent the finance plan from putting a heavy
and unpredictable burdeh on the state treasury, it is necessary to
formulate the model in terms other than a guaranteed ysessed
valuation per student. Otherwise, colleges will be encourageerto
eipand indefinitely, with the entire cost of"additional students
paid by the State. The solution to this is to specify power
equalizing in terms of a guaranteed assessed valuation per capita:
Colleges in different communities that set the same tax rate will
have the same nUmber of dollars to spend per resident of the
community college\district, regaraess of local wealth. They can
then choose to spend this money for community colleges in the way
they see fit. In addition to reducing the temptation Eo raid the
state treasury, this\plan has the further advantage of dissociating
the amount of money received from the number of students. This
would-encourage the offering of innovative programs for whish24t
is difficult to define Fq students.

Brenethin and Nelson. offer support for the inclusion of more limited equal-
ization mechanisms in Communityt lleie finance (1981, pp. 204-205):

In states where community colleges receive local prOperty tax
support; expenditure differences among colleges attributable to
local wealth differentials are 'found. Although the significance
of ihterdistrict equity is not nearly as great at the community
college level as it is for elemenary and secondary education,
state support formulas should be dessigned to offset to some extent
these local wealth differentials.

For states with local financial support, differences in property
wealth among community college districto give rise to inequities
in resources per student, which can be Offset to some degree by
state equalization formulas. Although such formulas are complex,
equalization is a desirable objective to inciude in a state financing
plan.

The revised Commission statement of principles suppbas the recognition of
legitimate differences in revenues per ADA among dikricts yet calls for
greater equity in tax support for similar programs and Services. Substantial
research still needs to be undertaken, however, if such ,differences are to
be adequately and equitably defined.



PRINCIPLES FOR FINANCING CURRENT OPERATIONS
OF THE CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Nt.N

Financing for the California Community Colleges should:

o promote statewide goals of access to postsecondary education, quality of
college instruction aed support services, and efficient use of college
resources;

o maintain the comprehensiv'e mission of the Community Colleges and reflect
statewide andlOcal priorities for funding;

o recognize the,shared Stite and local responsibiltty for governance of the
Community Colleges;

o promote local decisionmaking in the management of college resources;

o provide adequate leveis of support from a variety of revenue sources; and

o .provide finance mechinisms"that: (1) are stable oVer time and predictable
in their allocatión of resources; .(2) relate levels of support to the
costs of college operations; and (3) are equitable'among districts.

In order to achieve these goals, the Commission eecommends ehe following
policies for long-term finance legislation for the California Community
Colleges.

SOURCES OF §UPPORT

Support for Community College education should continue tc:, come from a
variety of sources, including federal, State, and local tax revenues, student
fees, and contributions from business and labor,

o The State should maintain responsibility for providing for adequate
funding,of the Community Colleges.

k.
a

o Property tax revenues should continue to support general apPortionments.

o Additional Local revenue sources, such as local sales or income taxes,
should be authorized for support of local education needs which are not
being met.by State funding.

o Contract agreements with business and labor. should support Community
College instpction in highly specific training pmgrams designed for
particular firms .
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o Student fee support.for Stateafunded programs,should be. kept as low as

possible.

LEVELS OF SUPPORT

Levels of support for systemwide general aPportionments and categorical

programs Should be:

o determined each year by the,Legislature and-Governor in the budget process;

o adequate to fund the costs of inflation as well,as planned workload and

program changes; and

o sufficient to provide an adequatie level of district resources for cash

flow, coniinge4cy, capital outlay, maintenance, and otlei required future

obligations.

RELATION TO COSTS

Financing mechanisms s4uld relate §upport for college operations to expected

costs, yet not restrict expenditure patterns, by providing:

o differential funding based on a limited number of major instruction and

support activity categories that most accurately reflpct differences in

the costs of Community College operations;
.

,o workload measures for each cost category that: (1) best relate to changes

in the cost of providing the activity; (2) provide incentives consistent

with stated goals and objectives .for college operations; and (3) avoid'

undue collection and verifiCation coSts;

o support rates that reflect demonstrated differences in cost; and

o funding for workload change at an incremental or marginal rate that

accurately reflects the variable, rather than fixed,..costs of such changes

and provides adequate support for districts experiencing substantial

growth.

STABILITY

Financing mechanisms should,provide stability in the support. of college

ope'rations by providing:

o five-year legislative authorization for the basic support mechanisms;

f
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o phase-in of equity adjustments to district base,revenuds if significant
budget'd\isruptions are faced by local districts;

0

o use bf a base year funding level with adjustments for inflbtion and
workload to determine budget year allocations;

.t
o district target workload estimates with assured support for workload up

to budgeteC1 levels;

o' an establiShed range in which actual workload rimy fall below budgeted
levels utithout changes in.district revenue; and

o increased,district Ilexibility to maintain-support levels in constant
dollars in the event that revenues are'insufficient to fund necessary-ff
inflation andworkload.

0

, EQUITY

' Financing mechanisms should promote equity among districts by providing:

o equitable levels of support based on differential funding;

o elimidation of differences in districts' revenues that are the
result of demonstrated past inequities in district wealth, t.
support, or funding mer:hanisms;-and

o support meghanisms that_aredesigned_to_be_generally_appligable to
all districts.

33
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